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WHIRLPOOL CORPORATION,
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93 Civ. 5026 ·(RWS).

United States District Court,
S.D. New York.

4. Arbitration """73.3
Corporation's participation in arbitration
proceeding to detenniDe accounting proce·
dures to be applied in rnJuing its Argentine
operation pursuant to asset purchase agreement barred corporation from appealing ar·
bitrator's decision, despite its clalm that it
reserved right to appeal what it considered
to be a legal question ,..;th regard tn appropriate aceounting policies; c::orporationJs active participation in what """" know to be
final and binding arbitration foreclosed its
alleged rights of appeal 9 U.S.C.A. § l ' et
seq.

N
.O

PHILIPS ELECTRONICS,
NX., Respondent.

erations, was entitled to deference, despite
corporation's clalm that appropriate accounting policies were legal rather than accounting
issues. 9 U.S.CA §'l et seq.
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·In the Matter of the Arbitration-,
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Purcl!aser of corporation's Argentine operation filed motion for order confinning for·
eign .arbitral award valuing operation's .......
sets. The District Court, Sweet, J., held that
arbitration provision gave arbitrator authori·
ty to resolve dispute concerning type of ac·
counting policies to be applied to valuation of
Argentine operation.

YO

Motion granted.

Davis Polk & Wardwell, New York City
(William E. Wurtz, VIDeont T. Chang, Jona·

than K.M. Crawford, of counsel), for petition·
er.

Sullivan & Cromwell NewYorlt City (Gar·
rard R. Beeney, Anthony C. Walsh, of coun·
sell, for respondent

1. Arbitration """72.1
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-Confirmation of arbitration award · is
generally summary proceeding that converts
final arbitration award into judgment \if
court. 9 U.S.C.A. § 1 et seq.
2. Arbitration """7.7
Arbitration provision in agreement to
purchase corporation's Argentine operations,
requiring that "final and binding" .arbitration
concerning financial statements be conducted
before arbitrator, gave arbitrator authority
to resolve dispute concerning type of ac·
counting policies to be applied' to valuation of
Argentine operation. 9 U.S.C.A. § 1 et seq.
3. Arbitration """73:7(}) .
Arbitrator's detennination that it had
authority to decide appropriate accounting
policy to be applied in valuing corporation's
Argentine operations, pursuant .to arbitration
provision in agreement to purchase such op1.

OPI/,lOlI'
SWEET, District Judge.
Plaintiff Whirlpool Corporation (''Whirl·
pool") has moved for an order confinning a
foreign arbitral award ,,=ant tn 9 ·U.S.C.
§ 207. Defendant Philips Electtonics N.V.
("Philips") has moved for 'an order dismissing
or, in the alternative, staying this action
pending arbitration p1ll'Suant to the Federal
Arbitration Act, 9 U.S.C. §§ 1-'14, "201-208.
For the reasons set forth -below; ' Whirl· pool's motiori' for an order confirming a .for·
eign arbitral award is granted. Philips' motion to dismiss or stay tbis .action is denied.

The Partie.

.',

"

Whirlpool is a' corporation duly incorporat·
ed under the lliws of .DeIaware.. Whirlpool
manufactures and seIJs major domestic appJi· '.
anoes ("MDAs") I and related components in

In the Reorgaruzation and Purchase Agreement

machines , dishwashers. ' dr:rers . .refrigerators, .

between Whirlpool and Philips , MOAs are de-

'iTeezers, air cooctitiODC'$,' cooking units and-oth- : ·
er larger appliances.

fined to Indude the followioe items: washing
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various ·, countries.....througbont the world, :to'.the JVC as soon as practicable after final
Whirlpool's principal .cl'&es are jn Benton . decision .by the .relevant ,government authonHarbor. Michlgan.
!ieg·in Argentina concerrung the tal: preferPhilips is a corporation duly incorporated ·ences mention in Section 7.5(b). but no later
under the laws of the Netherlands. Philips than .January 1. 1992. the MDA Operations
is the parent corporation of a number of located in Argentina . , , ," RPA Amendment
multinational ··compani.. which manufacture No.1 at 2.
and sell numerous products. inclumng: conThis transfer was entered into on J anuar:sumer electronics. memcal magnostic imag- 7. 1992. pursuant to the "SagadlSofigad Coning equipment, lighting products and domes- tribution Agreement" (the "Contribution
" c appliances. Its principal place of business ~ment") between Whirlpool and Philips,
_" in the Netherlands.
Both 'Amendment No. 1 and the Contnbution
Plii& Proceeding, aM FllI:u
Agreement extended the principles of the
.
Ipool and Philips formed a joint ven- RPA' In adelltion. both Amendment No, 1
ture pursuant 'to the tenns of the Reorgaru- and the Contribution Agreement specify that
zation and Purchase Agreement'(the "RPA") the level of assets shown on the Argentine
which was entered into on August 18. 1988. closing financial statements would determine
Under the RP A, Whirlpool acquired a con- whether Pbilips would have to pay Whirlpool
trolling interest ;n certain of Pbilips' opera- (in :the event the debt to · equity ratio retions which included; 2Dlong others. the Eu- flected on the balance .meet was above ..
ropean and Asian MDA operations. The .50-.50). ,or whether Whirlpool would have to _
RPA .also ' gave Whirlpool the option" to ac- compensate Pbilips (if the ratio was below
quire adelltional operations in other locations 50:50), Amendment No, 1 at 3-4; Contribu(the "Optioned Operations"). incluellng the tion Agreement at 7,
subject of this actio_Pbilips' Argentine
Du.puU Resolution Under_the RPA
MDA Optione_d Operation. See RPA § 7.5.
The RPA contains two provisions concernA few months later. on January 2, 1989.
ing
the resolution -of disputes. § 4,4 and
Whirlpool and Philips entered into Amend§
13,6.
Section 4.4 of the RPA provides the
ment No. 1 of the RPA Among other provifollowing
resolution procedure for cllspntes
o;ons. Amendment No.1 specifically revised
financial statements:
concerning
7.5 of the RPA wbi<b provides for , the
4.4 ProcedUTfJ fur Disputes Ccmcerning
W1JiI;!Pool's right to ""'!lli!'e Philips' MDA
_1988 Financi.aJ. Sta.te-/Mnts. In the event
0.
00. ,in ,Al:gemina. , ..Pursuant to
uf .any dispute .arising between ,WHIRLAmendment No, 1. the Argentine operations
POOL and PHILIPS with regaz:d to the
were to be acquired by, Wbirlpool.as,soon ·as
Philips resolved certain tax . questions,with
.1inancial statements referred to in Section
the Argentine government" but. no Jater than
4.3(0). the Parties sru.Jl endeavor to resolve
January 1. 1992, Amendment No.1 specifisuch ellspute within 60 days after delivery
cally provides that "Philips shall contribute
of,the report of Ernst & Whinney. Should
2. The option to purchase the Argentine and scver~ other Soyth American operations is Set forth
in §' 7 .5 .of the RPA, wbid:I p~ovides in relevant
pan; ' -Philips agrees that the JVC shall have the
option..tO -acquire such 'MDA Operztions located
tn Argentina ... as are designated. by Whirlpool
to Philips within 90 days after the execution of
this~ .Agreement (the "Optio.o.ed Operations:').
Any such OptionCd oj:)ei:uions 'wi'U be acquired .
by the NC'on January 1. 1992 (or"at such earlier
or later date.as the ·P.aniesand PtlC may agree)."
RPA ,§ 7.5, .at -49,
3. Under Amendment Nc;~ I. . the revised § 7.5
. prDvides. :jn -relevant pan that ~'(t]he OptiDned
.. 9
tions shall be consid.ered Dedicated·Opera-

dons for -all purposes of ' the Reorpnizadon
.Agreement.,oand the contribution of the- Optioned
-Operations to the Jve shall be made m .accordance with the terms and conditions set ionh in
the Reorganization Agre~e.nL " VA ~etl5i .
mem 'No. 1 at 2.
Similarly, the Contribution Agreement states:
otherv.i.se specifically defined berein.
-eac:h term used herem which is defined 1n the
. [RP.A] shall have ' the meanmg assignod to such
term in the (gpA). Except as amended hereby
all ' of the lenns of the [RPA) sball remain and
continue in full .force and effect and ha::eby con·
. =firmed in all. respects." Contribution Agreement
' ~ Un1es s

a, ,2-3 ,
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'.: ~ey <be unable to do 80' the Parties shall ' "Current cost aeeounting," ' TeV2lued Its 'fixed
., ."Teter the disputed mattero forresola1ion to :asBets· annually to reflect "their alleged cur·
c - i.A:rthnr Andersen & ' Co. or '8Ucb other ma- rent values. 4
" . .jor .accounting finn ,as .t he Parties may
Originally, the revaluation of fixed .assets
:-agree, and shalLinstruct such independent
.pnblic accountants to iollow PHILIPS' Ac· for the Argentine operation";" to have been
counting Policies in resolving any .disputed governed under what was known ,as .Sched. matters. .The determinations by such in· ule G (A'1lemi7Ul)," a document which ""as
dependent public accountants shall be ·appended to the Contribution Agreement
made within sixty (60) days after the pre- Philips refused to sign this document at the
'.. sentation to them of the disputed matters, time rif the signing of the Contribution
.' and such determinations shall be final and Agreement stating that: "As is noted in the
.', :bmding on the Parties. The fees and dis- definition paragraph of the Argentine Contri" bursements of any iIidependent public ac· bution Agreement ("PHILIPS Accounting
__. Oountant.!;. to which disputed matters sball Policies"), it was conteinplated.-. to '.add, an
... be referred shall be shared equally by amended ScJt.ed,ds G to the .contract on AT·
,.' 'WHIRLPOOL and PHILIPS.
gentina. However, presumably ,because <>f
EPA §· 4.4 at 23.
the type of arrangement covered in .the
Agreement
itself, this idea was dropped by
The second dispute resolution provision in
the
lines
somebow
and not really. pursued in
the RP A. § 13.6, provides that disputes,
·the
discussions."
Pl's
Ex. J, Philips' Mem .
. ' '~other than disputes referred to in Section
,4.4," first shall be settled by negotiations of N av. 12, 1992 at 3.
between the Parties, and in ' the event an
.Whirlpool cootends that by default .the
amicable settlement is not consummated,
RP
A required Philips to revalue the Argenthen the dispute shall be "submitted for decitine
in accordan"" with the relevant provi·
sion and final resolution to arbitration to the
sions
of Sehedulo G of the RP A:
exclusion of any courts of law, under the
rules <>f Conciliation and Arbitration of the
.FUed Asset.. Norma! revaluation proce. International Chamber of Commerce." RPA
dures will be followed in the various ·coun§ 13.6 at 81.
tries in which the Dedicated Operations
TM Dispute Over the A/'yen/ine Con/ribu. are conducted. but the resulting changes in
. /ion
net book value as of December 31, 1988
when
compared with January 1, 1988 will
' In conjunction with the transfer to Whirlnot, in percentage tenns, exceed the offi· 'pool of the Argentine assets and pursuant to
cial exchange rate fiuetuation of the appli- ~
§ 3 of the Contribution Agreement, Philips
cable local currency between January 1, s
'delivered to Whirlpool certain financial state1988 and December 81, 1988 as compared .
ments concerning Argentina. Whirlpool's ac'coantants, Ernst & Young, challenged cer·
with the Dutch Florin.
·tain accounting methods used in these stateRPA, Schedule G at 1-2.
ments. Whirlpool notified Philips on April
22, 1992 that it believed the financial statePhilips, in wrn, argues that it is inapprc>. tnellts provided by Philips had not been com- 'priate to apply Schedule G of ' the RP A
puted in accordance with the Contribution (which concerns currency changes in 1988)
Agreement. Whirlpool listed 13 matters, all for the entire· three year period refledod in
but one of which have been resolved.
the 1991 Argentine "financial statements.
The unresolved matter, which is, of course, Philips holsters its argument that the Schedthe subject of this action, concerns Philips' ule G in the RPA is inapplicable by 'noting
·revaluation of the equity in the transferred that the Contn1nrt:ion Agreement'Tefers to a
Argentine operations.
Philips, . applying distinct "Schedule G (A'1lemina )."
4. It should be noted that even Philips no .longer
-ascribes to these accounting methods since. as of
fiscal year 1992. Philips changed its accounting

policies to conform to the historical cOSt basis
accounting principles commonly used by American companies . Pl. 's Mem. in Opp'n at 8 n. 5.
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In its description of the scope of the arbi·
tration. Andersen stated:
We understand that Scbedule G (Argenti·
na) was meant 'to be a modified version of
• the Scbedule .. G. annexed to the IRPA).
Both parties have agreed that neither at
the time of signawre of the Contribution
Agreement nor subsequently, was a Scbed·
u1e G (Argentina) agreed upon andlor
signed by the parties. Pursuant to the
discussions with the parties. we undertook
our arbitration engagement · without considering any potential legal issue with reo
spect to the non-existence of !he Scbedule
G (Argentina). AJ:eordingly, we make no
comment with respect to a potential .legal
. issue ·associated with this matter.
5 . ·, Initially. the aibitr:a.tion was assigned to Ronald
.-A. .Bryce. an Andersen parmer in Miuni with
over 20 years of experience in.l.atiD America and
Europe. PL's Ex. W, Andersen lener of Sept. 4,
1992 . However. on September 24 , 1992. Philips
objected to the choict: of a Miami venue. On
,October 6.1992. Philips requested that R.L Mea-
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On Marcb '12, 1993, Andersen released its
arbitration report to the parties. Whirlpool
and Philips assented to Andersen's findings
in twelve of the thirteen matters put forward
for m-bitration. 'However, Philips cballenges
t.":c th.i..-teenth matter'-:'Andersen's detennination regarding the revaluation of the Ar·
gentine MDA fixed assets.

,concluded -.on :.the basis , af'!he
;."..provisions .0f.Amendment [No.] '1 to .the
. iMRP,A] and on the basis of the stipulations
..,.,of . the Contnbution Agreement. that
,,"Schedule G of the JRPA] 18' '2 part of the
:. ·-<Jontribution Agreement and'reltlaiDs and
·" contioues 'in full foree as to the meaning
. .assigned w its terms and as w its intended
, purpose.
.Schedule G to the RPA includes specific
.•provisions regarding limitations in the revaluation of fixed assets. ' Therefore the
non-existence of Scbedule G (Argentina) is
.of particular relevance in connectiqn with
the first issue under dispute ("fixed assets
revaluation").
, '. In absence of Schedule G (Argentina) we
baaed our conclusions in the dispute reo
.garding the revaluation of fi.xedassets on
..the provisions of the [RPA) and on our
...understanding of the intent of the parties
as expressed DY the original Scbedule G of
the [RPA).

VE

Andersen held two informal fact-finding
meetings at Philips' offices in "Eindhovan on
January 11, 1993 and at Whirlpool's offices in
Benton Harbor on January 15, 1993. An
additional meeting was conducted, attended
•
representatives of both parties, in Ander·
_ n's Paris offices on January 28, 1993. Doc·
uments and extensive submissions 'as well as
replies to Andersen's request for additional
information, dated February 1,1993, were all
considered by Andersen. Andersen .Draft
Report at 4.

~"LW... :.have

N

Arlhur.,4JuIersel!-.;dJ:bitRltion ., ' . , "i ~£
Whirlpool suoirritted .t!ie:dispute.to'artiitra.
tion 'before Arthur. Andersen ;&' Co.: (~Ander.
.sen'!.) on Sep~ 24. 1992 pursuant to
§ 4.4 .()f the .RPA' An engagement letter
was duly accepted .and ·signed by Whirlpool
on Janua!)' 12.and by Philips on January 13,
1993.

An~ersen

Draft Report at 3.

Andersen's report set forth a rationale for
its <ietermination on the thirteenth matter in
. Whirlpool's favor:
· Aceording to the Contribution Agreement,
·the Audited 1991 Financial Statements in
· .the case of Argentina, were w bave -been
.prepared in accordance · with Philips Ac·
. counting Policies, whicb . are defined as
"Philips' normal accounting policies consis·
.tently applied . . ... . ... as modified by
.!he policies set forth in Scbedule G (Argen·
'. tina)",
As confirmed by both parties, no muwaJJy
agreed upon Scbedule G (Argentina) ex·
.ists. However, as discussed before, Scbed·
-u1e G of the [RPA) is considered w be a
.. par,t of the Contribution Agreement.
Therefore, its intended purpose sbould be
.. . assessed in the disputed matter regarding
.. '!he revaluation of fixed assets of the Ar·
..gentine M.D.A Operations.
1elle, the Managin& Panner of Anhur Andersen.
ISeJ..ect a different AnderseD arbio-ator, On Oewber.20 . 1992, in accordance with Philips request.
Andersen selected Mr. James HootOn ("Hoc· ton'), the Managing Parmer of Arthur ...ndersen's Audit and Business AdvlSory Practice in

.. .Paris.

United States
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Using this rationale, 'A ndenen determined
that the fixed asset revaluation required
"[t]he adjustment requested by Whirlpool is
to be made to the Settlement· Balance Sheet
for the amount of 3.731.340 ten th ousand
australes [approximately 3,8 million dollars]."
Andersen Draft Report at 5, The net result
of Andersen's determination is that in order
to achieve the 50:50 debt to equity ratio,
Philips would be required to pay Whirlpool
half .that amount, to the tune of $1.9 million.
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'Based upon the understanding we obtained
during the Arbitration Proceedings, we believe that this provision was intended to
give Whirlpool some control over 'the maximmn amount of revaluation as of fixed
assets in the Settlement Balance Sheet in
cOmparison to the value assigned to such
fixed assets according to financial information that was available to JVhirlpooHn mid
1988, at the time of the signature of 'the

able alternative mechanil!m to restrict the
:'" r.eoWuation of fiXf!d assets,Andersen Draft .Report at ~7 . ,

N
.O

, <:SChedule G defines that normaJ-revaluation
., .procedures for fixed assets -will:be' follawed
.in'the various countries in which the Dedi'cated Operations are conducted, Howev, er, the resulting changes in net book'value
as .of December 31, 1988 when compared
:with January 1, 1988 will not, in percent.
.age terms, exceed the official exchange
rate fluctuations of the applicable local curren<y between January 1, 1988 and December 31, 1988 as ",mpared ' with the
Dutch Florin.

O

[RPA].

Since the Argentine M.D.A Operations

KC

:were transferred three years after the ini-
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tial transfer of the Dedicated Operations,
the possible unfavorable consequences of
revaluations outside Whirlpool's control
were extended over a considerably longer
period. The delay in the transfer of- the
Argentine M-D.A Operations until January 1992 was apparently not ca.... d by
Whirlpool nor was it Whirlpool's de';;;' to
postpone the transfer until that date.

The three references in the ' Contribution
Agreement to "Schedule G (Argentina)"
seem to indicate that the parties intended
to agree that some revaluation restrictions
·sbould also apply in the case of the transfer of the Argentine M-D.A Operations,
over three years after the initial transfer.
While Philips agrees that the schedules to
the [RPA] also apply to the Argentine
transaction, they have indicated that applying the revaluation restrictions in accordance with the original Schedule G would
not be fair and appropriate for an extended (3 year) period of time. With regard to
this, however, it should be noted that neither before nor during the arbitration proceedings. did Philips offer another reason-

In objecting to Andersen's award, Philips
'ltates that Andersen acknowledged that
,there was • legal issue about what the parties ' intended by "Schedule G (Argentina)"
and that Andersen declined to resolve that
question, Philips contends that Andersen

".ignored" the reference in the Contribution
Agreement to Schedule G (Argentina). Accordingly. Philips urges this Court to dismiss
·or ..stay Andersen's award pending a second
arbitration pursuant to § 13,6 of the RPA.
By opposition, Wniripool contends that Andersen's award, properly made pursuant to
§ 4,4 of the RP A, should be CDnfirmed by
this Court.
The motions were originally filed before
the Honorable Pi.."" N, Leval in November
1992. Upon Judge Leval's ascension to the
Court of Appeals, this action was reassigned
to this Court on December 21, 1993. Oral
argument was heard on the motions on January 19, 1994 which were considered fu\\y
submitted at that time,

Discussion

L Standarch fur Judicial Review of An
Arbitration
[1] The confirmation of an arbitration
award is generally a summary proceeding
that converts a fina\ arbitration' award into a '
judgment of the Court. Ottley v, Schwarlzbery, 819 F.2d 373, 377 (2d Cir,1987) (citing
FJora.synth fru;. ~. Picklwl:., 750 F.2d 171, ,
176 (2d Cir.1984». There is an "oft-stated 1
federal policy, embodied in the Federal Arbitration Act, 9 U.s.c. § 1 et seq., favoring the
enforcement of arbitration agreements and
the confll'll'lation of arbitration awards." .

United States
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Wall, Street Assacs., LP...v.. Becker. Paribas,
Inc., ' :818 F.Supp: 679,.,682 . ~S.D.N.Y,i993)
(citiDg Shears011lAmeriron. ·Express, . Inc. v.
McMalwn, 482 U.S:220, 226, 107 S.Ct 2332,
2337,96 L.Ed.2d 185 (1987); . Moses H. Con.e
Memorial .Hosp: v. Mrm:ury Constr. Carp.,
460 U.S. I , 103 S.Ct. 927, 74 . L.Ed.2d 765
(1983)).

'rum for the resolution of these complex .ac·
. ..co~tiDg disputes."); Gestetner . Holdings,
.PLC v. Nashua .Carp., 784 F.Supp . .78, 82
. .(S.D.N.Y.1992) (fmding . accounting arbitra·
tion.clause "in no way limits" the scope ofihe
. arbitration.). .
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. 'To resubmit this dispute to another arbi·
trator, pursuant to the general provisions for
It is well established that judicial review of dispu~ resolution in § 13.6, is contrary to
arbitration awards are narrowly circum· ·established case law' which holds that. dis·
scribed. Carte Bla7tChe (Singapore) Pte., putes under agreements containing both speLtd. v. Carte Bla7tChe 1m', Ltd., 888 r'.2d 'cific' ana gener2.J- arbitration clauses must be
260,265 (2d Cir.1989). "AIl arbitrator's deci· :arbitrated under the particulari%ed clause.
sion is entitled .to ,substantial .defererice, and See, e.g., DeUo Holdings Inc. <. National
the arbitrator need;only explicate his reason· DistiUers & . Chemical Carp., 945 F.2d 1226,
• g under the ' contract "in terms that offer 1248 .(2d Cir.1991) (holding '"[ulnder New
even a .barely colorable justification for the York law, '[a] specific provision will not be
outcome reached' in order to withstand judi· 'set aside in favor of a catchall clause.' ")
cial scrutiny." -In re Marine PoUutilm Sen'., .(citations omitted), cert. denied, U.S.
Inc., 857 F.2d 91, 94 (2d Cir.1988) (quoting - , 112 S.Ct. 1671, 118 L.Ed.2d 390 (1992);
Andros Campania Maritima, SA v. Man: WiUiam Higgins & Sons, Inc. v. State of
Rich & Co., 579 F.2d ~91, 704 (2d Cir.1978)). New- York, 20 N.Y.2d 425, 428, 284 N:Y.S.2d
With these rather strict standards for this '697, 699, 231 N.E.2d 285, 286 (1967).
Court's review and confirmation of this . 'In this case, there is a specific provision
award in .mind, the case at hand -may now be for resolving this dispute-that is .§ 4.4 of
considered.
the 1!PA- which requires that "final and
. 'binding" arbitration concemng financial
II. Andersen Properly Exereised Juris· statements be conducted before AIldersen.
diction Over The ·Dispute
Hence, as the parties have fully participated
A. Authority 0(- Arbitration Proceedings 'in arbitration under this provision. which is
recognized in the contract to be final and
[2] Philips . asserts that AIldersen lacks
bindlng, it would be both uneconomical and
authority under the tenns of the RP A. to judicially imprudent to submit this dispute to
resolve the dispute which concerns the type
still · further arbitration under § 13.6 'of the
accounting policies to be applied . to the
RPA.
- • gentine valuation. However, the courts
. , B. Plain Language of the RPA
which .have previously considered this ·quesis Consistent with Andero"" 's
tion have generally held that contracts with
Exereise of Jurisdiction
provisions providing for accountiDg arbie'a·
"tiOD

'Of financial statements, such as this one,

should be broadly construed to cover all disputes but for those which are expressly ex·
cluded. See, e.g., Elox Carp. v. CoU Indus.,
Inc., 952 F.2d 395 .(4th Cir.1991) (unpub.lished per euriam) '(requiring accounting ar·
· bitration over issue relating to closing adjustf. ment as the Ucontract itself does .Dot limit the
· scope. of arbitration" in .its accounting arbi·
r
· tration provision); . Singer Co. v. Tappan Co.,
'593 F .2d 545, 549 (3d Cir.1979) (finding that
· accounting arbitration was "the exclusive fo6. The RPA is governed by New York law.

Su

' Even in the absence of such precedent, the
plain language of the RPA indicates that the
parties contemplated that financial statement
'disputes, such as the valuations methods at
-issue in this case, should be governed by the
dispute resolution mechanlsm provided for in
§ 4.4 of the RPA. Section 4.4. pro\;des that
"[iln the event of any dispute arising between
Wfurlpool and Philips with regard to the
'finaiicial statement referred to in Section
4.3(a) ... the Parties shall refer the disputed
matters for resolution to Arthur Ander·
PL ', Ex. C, RPA § 13.11 at 84.

United States
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_cerning the valuations of assets which Philips
turned ewer to Whirlpool pursuant to the
Argentine transaction. Further, the language of § 13.6 precludes the contemplation
of "disputes referred to in Section 4.4."
RPA § 13.6.

N
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The VOrteX of this dispute swirls around
. the valuation of the asset figure for the Argentine operations on the financial statements. Kotwithstanding Philips' arguments
to the contrary, it is difficult to consider this
question as anything but a straightforward
..,ccounting dispute. This finding is under,
scored by the fact that the remedy sought by
both parties simply consists of an upward or
downward valuation of the same asset figure
on the Argentine financial statements. Accordingly. it appears that Philips may not in
good faith first fully participate under § 4.4
which purports to be a "final and binding"
process, only to turn around, in wake of an
outcome with which it disagrees, and assert
its alleged rights of "appeal" under § 13.6.

tion when it wrote that. as with the prior
arbitration between Philips and Whirlpool
over the accounting policies 1:0 be applied in
the European transactions, the Argentine arbitration: "was primarily intended to resolve
how a number of Philips Accounting Policies
should be interpreted and used in the valuation and consolidation process pursuant to
the RP A, for which Philips Accounting Policies had been accepted as common basis
subject to certain exceptions as specified in
Schedule G to the RPA," Pl.'s Ex. H, Philips
letter of Sept 24, 1992 at 2'

R
G

Ben . .', . " RPA § 4.4 at 23. Included in
..§ '4:3 .are the very financial statements con-
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Philips contends that this thirteenth matter is · a "legal dispute" and that § 4.4 ex.cludes legal issues of contract interpretation
relating to what the parties intended. However, § 4.4 appears to be designed to deal
with accounting policies and the plain language of § 13.6 states that questions concerning financial statements are the exclusive
domain of the accountant arbitrat:ors under
§ 4.4.
., .....
DispUteS over financial · statements which
rise to the level of external third party accountant arbitration necessarily involve com·
plex analytical questions requiring a determination of what accounting policies and methods should be applied. Philips recognized
this greater purpose of the Andersen arbitra,
7. Adchaonaliy. during the Arbitration. Philips argued that Andersen should interpret and adopt
variow accounting poliCies on several other mat·
ters. Su, e.g., Pl. 's Ex. Q. Philips letter of Jan.
12. 1993 at 2 (Andersen should " determine
whether and to what extent the qualifications
specified in Schedule G to the Main Agreement
of August 18. 1988 override the PHILIPS ~c
counting Policies as generally applied"); PI.'s
Ex. R at 2. Philips letter of J an. I 3. t 993 (Andersen should detennine "which accounting principles sbould reasonably be held applicable in the

the Scope of its Authority
Deserves DefeTf!nce

[3] Andersen's decision as to the scope of
its .arbitral authority is entitled to deference.
See ParsoTUl & Whittemore Oveneas Co. v.
Societe Generale de L'Indust:rie Du. Papier
(RAKTA), 508 F.2d 969, 976 (2d Cir.1974)
(finding a "powerful presumption that the
arbittal body acted within its powers.");

Franklin Eleo. Co. u. In.terootWnal Unio??
Uni.Ud Auto., Aerospace & Agricultural I mplement Workers, 886 F.2d 188, 191 (8th
Cir.1989) (finding "growing consensus in the
Circuits" that parties who submit to arbitration cannot later assen thaL arbitrator has no
authority to resolve the issue.) (citing cases);
Local 369, UtiJ.. Workers Union v. Boston
Edison Co., 752 F.2d 1,3 (lst Cir.1984) (finding where parties submit arbitrality question
to the arbitrator, decision entitled to same
deference otherwise given arbitrator's
award).

Philips points out that Andersen made "no
comment with respect to a potential legal
issue associated with this matter." Andersen
Draft Report at 3. However, as set forth
above, Andersen openly contemplated the
question of whether the revaluation of fixed
.absence of such agreed Schedule G (Argentina)"); PI .'s Ex... J at 6 (arguing agaJn$t the use of
orieinal Schedule G .and calling for Andersen to
apply Philips ' "normal accounting policies");
PI. ·s Ex. M at 2 ('. 'Philips concedes that Schedules of the RPA (including Schedule G) apply to
the contribution of the Argentine MDA. but disputes the manner in which they are applicable ' "); Pl.'s Ex. 0 al 2 ("Philips does not disagree either that Schedule G to the RP A limitS
the possibilities of reevaluation."),

United States
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'on original Schedule G and "Dutch authorita·we· literature"); id. at 19 (applying original
, SChedule G); PI.'. Ex. D, Andersen Letter <>f
~ March '24, 1993 .at 4 (discussing meaoing of
.:Philips' 'Accounting Principles as applied con:sistently); id. at 5 (analyzing "United States
·'accounting literature" to determine ' the ac' counting principles to be applied to adjustLments 2, 4 and 5).
.Therefore, Andersen appropriately found
- the question of fixed asset evaluation to be
:within its scope of authority, notwithstanding
.Philips' claim that there may be legal issues
which remain unaddressed.
·,D_ .Andersen Resolved the Issues Philips
. Seeks to Submit to ICC Arbitration
on the Merits
.' .J4] As described in the facts and prior
.proceedings section above, .Andersen eonducted a thorough adversarial arbitral pro· ceeding with eminently qualified experts of
.Philips' choosing. Contrary to Philips' newly-found assertion that it viewed the Ander.sen arbitration merely as a forum to resolve
simple accounting quarrels, Philips had a full
'''pportunity at the time, of which it took
.advantage, to raise its objections and advocate its position.
In the Arbitration, Andersen addressed
Philips' contention that there was a dispute
as to what ·the parties intended with they
entered into the RPA and the Contribution
Agreement . Andersen proceeded to deter'mine that the original Schedule G was evidence of the parties' intent. Andersen stated
that although it was clear that the parties
had • not anticipated applying the original
.Schedule Gat the time of the Contribution
·Agreement. it was evident that the parties
.had "intended to give Whirlpool some control
over the maximum amount of revaluations."
Andersen Draft Report at .6. See aUio I Ii. at
7 ("the parties intended to agree that some
revaluation restrictions should also apply.").
In addition, Andersen drew upon Philips'
own language in communication that it in.tended to concede that the fixed asset revalu;ation would ' be limited. For example. in
~hilips' principal submission to Andersen on
:November 12, 1992, Philips conceded that the
.original Schedule G provides Whirlpool with
~some 'kind "'f 'reasonable" protection. PI.'s
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assets was a legal or accounting question.
Ultimately, Andersen ..balanced the parties'
competing interests and made a finding as to
the appropriate accounting policies to be applied, in spite of the fact. that at the time
Philips argued ·that such policies were legal
and 'not accountili'g'issues:
As' confirmed by Philips; and Whirlpool's
transmittal letters to the signed engagement letter, we agreed not to address the
potential legal implications of the non-existence of Schedule G (Argentina). Rather,
as we agreed, we were"to de:terrrune 'which
accounting principles should bave been applied considering all known circumstances,
including the agreements and the signed
•
amendments and schedule thereto. Indeed, this has been the basis on which we
have rendered our conclusion in the draft
Arbitrator's Report.
We recognize that the effects from the
revaluation restriction in the case of the
Argentine transaction are relatively more
significant in vi.... of the three year period
which had elapsed since the signature of
the [RPA]. However, we understand that
the delay in the transfer was caused by
matters in Philips' interest "and was not
caused, nor desired by Whirlpool.
In connection with this, Philips bas admitted that there may have been an agreed
intent that in general the -revaluation ' of
fixed assets was subject to a certain restraint, however that the mechanisms provided for by Schedule G could not be considered to be applicable. In response .to
~ • . this· we have observed that Philips ,·has
never offered another reasonable alternative mechanism to restrict the revaluation
of fixed assets.
PI.'s .Ex. D, Andersen letter of Mar. 24,1993
at ,2.

Additionally, it is persuasive to note that
Andersen determined the appropriate accounting policies to -be applied-in the absence of prior ,agreement of 'the'llarties-to
.the other matters at stake in the arbitration.
Se.;.e.g., Andersen Draft·.Report at 8,(apply,. ing "generally accepted .accounting princi, llles"· without explicit instruction); id. ' at 15
.(rejecting Philips' Accounting Policies with
....,. .respect to acquisition balance ..sheets based

'.
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. Motions grant
part.

' :.. _Richard EHRLICH, 'Plamtiff,

v.
1. Pensions ~21

Edwin A. HOWE, Jr., Laurence M. Addington, Susan D. Harrington, Steven B.
Callahan, Bruce E. Hood, and Anne L.
Strassner, individually and as members
of the law firm " partnership.,in-dissolution known as San.n & Howe and as
members of the successor law ftrm pannership operating under the name of
Sa.n.n & Howe, Defendants.
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United States District Court.
S.D. New Yor k.

2. Pensions ~21

April 4. 1994.

Former partner brought action against
law firm, alleging that his discharge violated
provisions of Employee Retirement Income
and Security Act (ERISA), Consolidated Omnibus Reconciliation Act (COBRA), and state
common law. Defendants, individually and
as members of law firm partnership-in-dissDlution, moved for summary judgment, costs.
attorney fees and sanctions, and partner
moved for partial summary judgment. The
.District Court; , Sweet, J ., held that: (1)
nonequity partner in law firm was not "employee" protected by ERISA; (2) material
issue of fact whether firm's efforts were sufficient to constitute good faith compliance
with notice requlrements of COBRA precluded summary judgment for law firm ; (3) law
firm's exclusion of partner from meetings at
which they voted to expel hlm was violation
of partnership agreement under New York
Jaw; and (4) partner was entitled to dis(",v.~ ·
memorandum reviewed by two defendant
partners before their depositions.
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Ex. J at 7. A few months later, on .January
25, 1993, Philips" 'concedes that the Schedules of the RP A (including original Schedule
G) .apply to the contribution of the Argentine
MDA, but disputes the manner in which they
are applicable.' '' Pl.'s Ex. M at 2. Again, in
; ts final submission to Andersen on March 8,
1993, Philips stated that "Philips has also
admitted that there may have been an
agreed inte nt that in general, the revaluation
of fIXed assets was subject to certain restraint," and it "'does not have any argument
that in absence of an agreed Schedule G
(Argentina) the corresponding schedule attached to the RPA [original Schedule G]
should be taken into account."· Pl.'s Ex. 0
at 2.
A final point, raised by Philips, is whether
its assertion through letters that it reserved
a right to appeal what it considered to be a
legal question is valid in the face of its conduct and' advocacy during the Andersen Arbitration. However, it is evident that the ICC
does .not have "appellate jurisdiction" over
Andersen's final award. Furthermore, active
and voluntary participation" in an arbitration
proceeding must at some point limit a party's
right to object to the arbitration. See Gvozdenovic v. United. Airlines, Inc., 933 F.2d
1100, 1105 (2d Cir.). eert denied, U.S.
, 112 S.Ct. 305, 116 L.Ed.2d 248 (1991).
In this case. Philips has reached that point of
no return in which its active participation in
what was known to be a final and binding
arbitration has foreclosed its alleged rights of
appeal.
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For the reasons set forth above, Whirlpool's motion to confirm the foreign arbitral
.award made by Andersen is gra.nted. Philips' motion to dismiss or stay this action is
hereby denied.
It is so ordered.

.

' 8. Philips has made similar concessions in both
itS internal and external correspondence. On
April 17. 1992. Dr. Van Voslruijlen. a Scmor Staff

member of Philips and one of the twO lawyers
responsible for the PhilipslWhirlpooJ transaction
·w rote to Whirlpool that "[o]bviousiy, I'would not
dare to argue that the schedules belonging-to the

.
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(RPA] are nOl applicable to the conaibution iJ.
. 'Argentina." Pl. 's Ex. L at 1. More than a yezr
,later, cn June 10. 1993. ,Dr. Voskuijlen
wrote "[i] n the absence of a Schedule G
na) it is therefore appropriate to look
: " -provisions of 'Schedule G to the original
\'j PL 's Ex. ·N at 2.
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